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Abstract. The aim of this work is an advancement of digital holographic
interferometry by using a digital micromirror device (DMD) for real-time
display of interferometric fringes. The theory describing the formation of
the diffracted image produced by a coherently illuminated DMD is pre-
sented. Digital holograms of simple structures are calculated assuming
plane and spherical reference waves, respectively. These synthetic ho-
lograms are used to control the micromirrors of the DMD, which now acts
as a reflective hologram. Experimental holographic reconstructions of
synthetic holograms prove the feasibility of DMDs in principle for this
aim. Further experimental results show the reconstructed interferogram
of fields recorded by digital holography and superposed numerically.
This opens a new range of applications in digital holographic interferom-
etry. © 2001 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
[DOI: 10.1117/1.1367346]
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1 Introduction

Holography is a method to record and to reconstruct en
optical wave fields, that is, intensity and phase, not o
intensities as in photography. The method has found
merous applications, e.g. for display or in metrology. T
combination of holography with computers and numeri
techniques gave a strong boost to this coherent-op
method.1 Computer-generated holograms allow the creat
of wave fields that may be impossible to produce optica
Such wave fields are widely used in data storage, disp
coherent image processing, and optical-component tes
Computer-aided holographic interferometry is a power
method for measuring deformations, contours, or vibrati
of opaque diffusely reflecting surfaces or the refractive
dex fields of transparent objects.2 Digital holography now
allows the recording of holograms with arrays of charg
coupled devices~CCDs! and performs the reconstruction o
the complex wave fields numerically, thus enabling t
comparison of the phase distributions of different obj
states in the computer.3–5

In a way computer-generated holography and digital
lography are complementary. On the one hand the synth
holograms are numerically generated, and are physic
realized by a spatial light modulator~SLM! such as a
positive-transparency film or a liquid crystal displa
~LCD!. Then the wave field is reconstructed optically
illumination of the SLM with the reference wave.6 On the
other hand, in digital holography the holograms are op
cally generated, recorded by a CCD, and stored in a c
puter, and then the wave fields are reconstructed num
cally. Both approaches face the same primary problem:
limited resolution of the SLMs and the CCDs.
926 Opt. Eng. 40(6) 926–933 (June 2001) 0091-3286/2001/$15.
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Novel applications of digital holography and digital ho
lographic interferometry include the superposition of pre
ously recorded or numerically generated wavefields in
tual wavefields in a sort of adaptive holograph
interferometry, and the optical reconstruction of nume
cally superposed digital holograms to perform digital re
time hologram interferometry for vibrational or transie
events. Although digital recording of holographic fields c
be performed quickly, the digital reconstruction of th
wavefields still takes about a minute~due to the numeri-
cally complex Fresnel transformation!, and would require
an optical reconstruction for real-time or quasi-real-tim
operation. The scheme of such an approach is shown in
1. Hologram recording is performed by a CCD array; t
PC allows one to store and combine recorded hologram
an arbitrary manner. For the purpose of reconstruction
optical medium is necessary as the carrier of the hologr
Therefore we need an SLM that is fast, has large lig
throughput, and exhibits good diffraction efficiency.

This required performance is promised by one of t
newest types of SLMs offered on the market today:
digital micromirror device~DMD* !. The DMD was origi-
nally developed to be the core of a fully digital video di
play system.7,8 It is a silicon micromachined componen
comprising an array of 16316-mm tiltable aluminum mir-
rors mounted on hinges over a CMOS static random acc
memory~SRAM! chip. The mirrors are arrayed on a 17-mm
pitch, providing a fill factor of nearly 90%. DMDs are com
mercially available in pixel counts of 6403480, 800
3600, and 128031024.9 Binary data sent to the DMD’s

*DMD is a trademark of Texas Instruments Inc.
00 © 2001 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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Fig. 1 Scheme of digital real-time hologram interferometry.
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SRAM produce an electrostatic charge distribution, caus
the individually addressed mirrors to tilt either210 deg
~on! or 110 deg~off! along an axis that is a diagonal of th
micromirror.

While the LCD is a transmissive SLM absorbing up
90% of the available light,9 the DMD is a reflective one
yielding much more light throughput. Furthermore, initi
investigations have proven the superior diffraction e
ciency of the DMD. These properties make the DM
promising for use as an SLM in reconstructing digital h
lograms. To our knowledge, up to now no efforts have be
made to investigate the feasibility of DMDs for this aim
One interesting application of DMDs in holography is d
scribed by Nesbitt et al.,9 where the DMD is used to dis
play a series of two-dimensional stereoscopic perspec
views that are being holographically recorded to genera
holographic stereogram. There the DMD produces the
ject wave in the recording step, and does not represen
hologram in the reconstruction step, as is our present in
tion. In this case9 the hologram is still recorded on a sta
dard silver halide plate.

Despite the good prospects concerning light through
and diffraction efficiency, it is not clear initially that DMD
are usable to reconstruct holograms. One must address
limited resolution, their large pixel size, their fill factor les
than 100%, and especially the motion of each micromirr
which may obstruct a useful holographic reconstruction

Here we describe the results of the first investigations
DMDs used for optical reconstruction of digital hologram
The theory of image formation, which is closely related
the theory of digital holography, not only is used to expla
the resulting images, but also constitutes the basis for
culating digital holograms. In first experiments calculat
digital holograms have been used to control the DMD
order to generate the desired wave field when illumina
with the coherent reference wave. Furthermore, digital
e
-

ir

-

lograms have been recorded, and it was possible to re
struct the sum hologram, providing the basis of the p
posed digital real-time holographic interferometry.

2 Diffraction Field of a Coherently Illuminated
DMD

If we try to use a DMD as a holographic structure, the fi
problem that arises is the limited resolution of the DM
The pixel pitch dictates the maximum spatial frequen
f max that can be resolved. This is the same problem that
to be solved in digital holography when holograms were
be recorded on CCD arrays.3–5 The maximum spatial fre-
quency of the intensity variation in the hologram depen
on the maximum angleumax between the reference and th
object wave:

f max5
2

l
sin

umax

2
. ~1!

Thus the DMD can resolve holographic structures as lo
asumax remains small enough. This is the case if the obj
is of small size, or the object is far away from the hol
gram, or the wave field has been optically reduced. At
same time the reference wave must come from nearly
same direction as the object wave.3–5

Now let the DMD be illuminated by a monochromat
plane wave with unit amplitude impinging normally on
the micromirrors. The coordinates in the DMD plane arej,
h. Then the optical field immediately in front of the DMD
is given by10
927Optical Engineering, Vol. 40 No. 6, June 2001
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U~j,h!5H rectS j

2wD rectS h

2wD!comb~aj! comb~ah!J
3rectS j

2vj
D rectS h

2vh
D . ~2!

In this equation rect(j/2w) rect(h/2w) describes the field
reflected by a single square micromirror with side leng
2w ~Fig. 2!. This is convolved~! symbolizing convolution!
with the comb function comb(aj) comb(ah), which repre-
sents the periodic replication of the micromirrors. The p
riod of this replication is 1/a. The convolution alone would
represent an infinite number of micromirrors in each dir
tion, but in fact we have only a finite number. Therefore t
expression must be multiplied by rect(j/2vj) rect(h/2vh),
where 2vj is the width of the whole DMD in thej direc-
tion, and 2vh is the width in theh direction.

There are no mixed terms in Eq.~2!, so we can separat
it into two identical one-dimensional expressions

U~j,h!5U~j!U~h! ~3!

with

U~j!5H rectS j

2wD!comb~aj!J •rectS j

2vj
D . ~4!

The optical fieldB(x,y) in the image plane at a distanced
from the DMD is calculated from the Fresnel transfor
which also can be separated:

B~x,y!5
eikd

ikd E
2`

` E
2`

`

U~j,h!

3expH ip

dl
@~x2j!21~y2h!2#J dj dh

5
eikd

ikd
I j~x!I h~y!, ~5!

with

Fig. 2 Geometry of a digital micromirror display.
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I j~x!5E
2`

`

U~j! expF ip

dl
~x2j!2G dj,

~6!

I h~y!5E
2`

`

U~h! expF ip

dl
~y2h!2G dh.

Now it is sufficient to investigateI j(x); the result is also
valid for the I h(y) in the other direction.

If we evaluate the squares and substitutem5x/dl, we
obtain

I j~m!5exp~ ipdlm2!E
2`

` H rectS j

2wD!comb~aj!J
3rectS j

2vj
D exp@~ ip/dl!j2# exp~22ipjm! dj

5exp~ ipdlm2! FH F rectS j

2wD!comb~aj!G
3rectS j

2vj
Dexp@~ ip/dl!j2#J , ~7!

which represents a Fourier transform. Repeated applica
of the convolution theorem and use of the relatio
F$rect(j/2w)%52wsinc(2wm) and F$comb(aj)%
5(1/a) comb(m/a) yield

I j~m!5exp~ ipdlm2! F2w sinc~2wm!
1

a
combS m

a D G
!FH rectS j

2vj
D exp@~ ip/dl!j2#J ~8!

It remains to calculate the Fourier transform in E
~8!10,11:

FH rectS j

2vj
D exp@~ ip/dl!j2#J

5E
2vj

vj
expS ip

dl
j2D exp~22ipjm! dj

5E
2vj

vj
expF ipS j2

dl
22jm1dlm2D G

3exp~2 ipdlm2! dj

5exp~2 ipdlm2!E
2vj

vj
expF ipS j

Adl
2Adlm D 2G dj.

~9!

With a5&j/Adl2(2dl)1/2m the integral becomes a
Fresnel integral, whose values are tabulated but also
contained in most modern computer software packages

C~z!1 iS~z!5S dl

2 D 1/2E
a1

a2
expS i

p

2
a2D da ~10!
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Fig. 3 Real part of the windowed chirp function and modulus of its Fourier transform.
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a152S 2

dl D 1/2

vj2~2dl!1/2m,

~11!

a251S 2

dl D 1/2

vj2~2dl!1/2m .

The corresponding Fresnel number isNF5vj
2/dl, indicat-

ing that we are in the Fresnel region for the common
rameters. This justifies the use of the Fresnel transform
calculate the free-space propagation. Altogether we ob

FH rectS j

2vj
D exp@~ ip/dl!j2#J

5S dl

2 D 1/2

exp~2 ipdlm2! $@C~a2!2C~a1!#

1 i @S~a2!2S~a1!#% ~12!

and

I j~m!5S dl

2 D 1/2F2w

a
sinc~2wm! combS m

a D G
!$@C~a2!2C~a1!#1 i @S~a2!2S~a1!#%. ~13!

The result of Eq.~12! is shown in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3~a! we
see the real part of rect(j/2vj)exp(ipj2 /dl), and in Fig.
3~b! the modulus of its Fourier transform is given. We a
ready met this distribution as the dc term of the Fres
transform in digital holography.12 Its intensity in two di-
mensions can roughly be interpreted as a rectangle. By
convolution in Eq.~13! this rectangle is replicated, wher
the period of the replication is given by the comb functi
asadl in thex domain. The values of the intensities of th
replicas, up to a constant factor, are governed by the s
function values at the teeth of the comb. The highest int
sity is atm50. But here we have to notice the interesti
fact that the higher-order replicas do not vary strongly
consecutive orders for the special choice of mirror wid
2w516mm and a pitch of 17mm. This is shown in Fig.
4~a!, where the values ofusinc@16m#u at the points where
comb@17m# is nonzero are emphasized. For a hypothe
e

-

mirror width of 2w514mm and the pitch 17mm, there
would be more variation; this case is displayed in Fig. 4~b!.

After this preparation we can calculate the intensity
the Fresnel region, Fig. 5~b!, when a series of mirrors, her
30 mirrors of width 16mm with pitch 17mm @Fig. 5~a!#, is
given. Although in the one-dimensional simulation only 3
mirrors instead of the 800 in the real DMD were used, t
calculated result resembles exactly the situation when
physical DMD with each micromirror at rest is illuminate
by a plane wave of coherent laser light.

A further test confirming the above theory and prepar
for the application of DMDs for reconstructing digital ho
lograms is when each second mirror is flipped and does
reflect in the investigated direction. The results of th
simulation are shown in Fig. 6. The calculated Fresnel fi
again coincides with the experimentally produced ima
field. Halving the number of mirrors in the spatial doma
corresponds to doubling the number of peaks in the spa
frequency domain. Such experiments have been carried
using a DMD, and the results confirm the theoretical mo
eling @Fig. 5~c!, 6~c!#. In addition, the validity of the DMD
model has been verified by checking the influence of
610-deg tilt. It can be shown that this will introduce
multiplication by exp@2pj sin(10deg)/l#, representing a
tilted illumination wave. This modification has no effect o
the main results shown above.

3 Calculation of Synthetic Holograms

In Sec. 2 we have shown theoretically—and also confirm
experimentally—that the periodic structure and the fill fa
tor less than 100% of the DMD lead to a replication of t
diffracted pattern when the DMD reflects coherent illum
nation. Thus we can expect to be able to use the DMD a
binary reflection hologram where the holographic struct
is defined by the micromirrors flipped into~110 deg! and
flipped out of ~210 deg! the reflection direction, or vice
versa.

Let the wave field whose hologram has to be calcula
be given in the~x,y! plane, the object plane, by

b~x,y!5ub~x,y!uexp@ ib~x,y!#. ~14!

The hologram is determined at the distanced from the ob-
ject plane. The field in the hologram plane is calculat
from the Fresnel transform
Fig. 4 Values of usinc(2wm)comb(m/a)u for 1/a517 and (a) 2w516, (b) 2w514.
929Optical Engineering, Vol. 40 No. 6, June 2001
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Fig. 5 (a) Reflectivity of a series of mirrors, and (b) its Fresnel field.
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G~j,h!5E E b~x,y! expF ip
~x2j!21~y2h!2

dl G dx dy,

~15!

which after evaluation of the squares in the exponential
with the substitutionsm5j/(dl) andn5h/(dl) is

G~m,n!5exp@ ipdl~m21n2!#E E b~x,y!

3expF ip

dl
~x21y2!G

3exp@22ip~xm1yn!# dx dy. ~16!

Its discrete finite version, which is used for the numerics

G~m Dj,n Dh!5expF ip

dl
~m2 Dj21n2 Dh2!G

3 (
k50

M21

(
l 50

N21

b~k Dx,l Dy!

3expH ipdlF k2

~M Dj!2 1
l 2

~N Dh!2G J
3expF22ipS km

M
1

ln

N D G ~17!

with Dx51/(M Dm)5dl/(M Dj), Dy51/(N Dn)
5dl/(N Dh), Dj and Dh the pixel pitch in the corre-
sponding directions, andl the wavelength of the laser ligh
to be used for reconstruction. The double sum in Eq.~17!
represents a two-dimensional Fourier transform and is
ily calculated by the FFT algorithm. Thus we have t
complex wave field in the hologram plane. The final sy
thetic hologramh(m Dj,n Dh) we obtain by adding the
intended reconstruction waver (m Dj,n Dh) to the field
G(m Dj,n Dh) and taking the squared modulus:

h~m Dj,n Dh!5uG~m Dj,n Dh!1r ~m Dj,n Dh!u2. ~18!
neering, Vol. 40 No. 6, June 2001
-

In contrast with the numerical reconstruction of digit
holograms in digital holography, we cannot neglect t
phase factor preceding the double sum, becauseuG1r u2

ÞueiaG1r u2 for aÞn 2p, nPN, as can easily be shown
The hologramh now consists ofM3N floating-point val-
ues, which are quantized to binary data, black or wh
corresponding to micromirrors flipped in or flipped out. F
the FFT calculation,M andN should be powers of 2; her
we hadM5N51024. For the control of the DMD the cen
tral 8003600 values are taken from the binary 102
31024 value field. The pixel periods have to be taken
Dj5Dh517mm, and since a He-Ne laser is used for r
construction,l50.6328mm.

In the performed experiments the object was a circu
ring @Fig. 7~a!# with

ub~x,y!u5H 1 ~x,y!Pring

0 outside
, ~19!

and b(x,y) stochastically varying between 0 and 2p; the
latter is calculated by a suitable random generator sub
tine. The binary hologram of this object field at a distan
d51.0 m looks like Fig. 7~b!, which displays roughly a
quarter of the total synthetic hologram. The reference w
can be arbitrary: it may be a plane wave, but this wou
result in relatively large replicated dc terms in the reco
structed image. Better suited is a convergent refere
wave, which also was used in preparing the hologram
Fig. 7~b!.

4 Experimental Results

Experiments were carried out to verify the theoretical p
dictions using a Texas Instruments DMD with 8003600
micromirrors~SVGA! arranged on a 13.6310.2 mm2 area.
The DMD is part of an ODS 800 projection system13 de-
signed for optical metrology; this device provides free a
cess to the DMD chip. Two types of reference wave ha
been realized, as shown in the optical layouts of Figs. 8
9. These figures indicate the positions of the central
Fig. 6 (a) Reflectivity of a series of mirrors, and (b) its Fresnel field.
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Fig. 7 Artificial object (a) and part of its synthetic binary hologram
(b).

Fig. 8 Optical layout: plane wave.

Fig. 9 Optical layout: convergent wave.

Fig. 10 Reconstructed real image (a) and detail (b) for plane refer-
ence wave.
component and the periodic replication of this term. T
reconstructed real images of the object are placed betw
these replicas.

The DMD is computer-controlled by the output chann
of a Matrox Pulsar imaging board, and special software
been written to load the digital holograms into the DMD.
30-mW He-Ne laser is used to reconstruct the hologra
The laser light is fed into a single-mode optical fiber, a
an objective lens creates either a plane or a converg
wave, illuminating the DMD at normal incidence. Accord
ing to the 10-deg tilt of the micromirrors, the direct ligh
~zero order of diffraction! is deflected by 20 deg. A white
screen was placed 1 m away from the DMD to visualize the
real image of the holographic reconstruction.

In the case of the collimated beam~plane reference
wave!, the bright rectangular spot in the central lobe of t
diffraction pattern represents the dc term and resemble
picture of the DMD itself. This dc spot is surrounded by
number of equally spaced replicas, as seen in the exam
of Fig. 10. Here the synthetic binary hologram of Fig. 7 h
been loaded into the DMD, and the corresponding circ
are reconstructed between the repeated dc spots. The
retical predictions are completely confirmed: the real i
ages are reconstructed at 1-m distance from the DMD.
virtual images are defocused in this plane and therefore
visible; they just produce a background intensity variatio

The second optical arrangement, Fig. 9, has a str
practical advantage. The use of a reference wave conv
ing in the plane of the object or of a real image allow
suppressing the dc spots significantly. This layout
equivalent to lensless Fourier holography. Both real a
virtual images are expected to focus in the plane of
screen. Figure 11 shows the experimental result whe
synthetic hologram, calculated with a spherical referen
wave, is loaded into the DMD and is illuminated by th
converging beam. The dc patterns are concentrated no
small spots, and two circles, one real and one virtual ima
are reconstructed with any dc replica.

In a further experiment a digitally recorded hologram
a real object was taken for reconstruction by DMD. A
aluminum plate was illuminated by an argon ion laser w
wavelength 0.5145mm, and the hologram was produce
using a plane reference wave. The CCD target had 1
31024 pixels of size 6.836.8mm with 100% fill factor.
The recorded digital hologram was reduced from 256 g

Fig. 11 Reconstructed image for convergent reference wave.
931Optical Engineering, Vol. 40 No. 6, June 2001
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Fig. 12 Example of digital holographic interferometry. Left: sum of holograms; middle: numerical
reconstruction; right: DMD reconstruction.
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values to a binary hologram and restricted to the cen
6003800 pixels. The difference in the pixel size of CC
and DMD, as well as the variation of wavelength fro
recording with lCCD50.5145mm to reconstruction with
lDMD50.59104mm led to a modification of the distanc
where the real image is found. If the recording distan
between object and CCD isd and if DjCCD5DhCCD and
DjDMD5DhDMD , then the reconstruction distanced8 be-
tween DMD and real image is given by

d85d
DjDMD•lCCD

DjCCD•lDMD
. ~20!

In the experiment performed the plate wasd50.33 m away
from the CCD, so the real image can be expected at
distanced850.718 m.

The final aim is to use DMD reconstruction for metr
logic tasks employing digital holographic interferometr
Therefore a second digital hologram of the now loaded a
minum plate was recorded. The pointwise sum of the t
holograms then was binarized and fed to the DMD. Fig
12 shows the experimental result in comparison with
numerical reconstruction. Using the same input data~Fig.
12, left!, the interference fringes appear in the real ima
and a very good correspondence is found between the
tical and the numerical reconstruction. A closer view
given in Fig. 13. The aluminum plate is seen with a
without load, and the resulting interferogram of the tw
states can be clearly observed as well. This result confi
the feasibility of the intended real-time technique of digi
holography. The DMD with its 17-mm pitch proved well
suited as the carrier of an amplitude hologram. Interfere
fringes can be observed from double-exposure hologr
combined by the controlling PC.
neering, Vol. 40 No. 6, June 2001
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5 Conclusions and Outlook

In the present paper we have described the fundamenta
wavefield reconstruction by illuminating a DMD with co
herent light, where the micromirrors of the DMD are co
trolled by a binary digital hologram. The basic theory us
for calculating the digital hologram of the desired wav
field, as well as for simulating numerically the wavefie
resulting from illumination of the DMD, is given. First ex
periments have proved this approach. Thus we have sh
successfully not only the feasibility of hologram reco
struction by DMDs but also their applicability in holo
graphic interferometric metrology.

There still remain some questions: In principle we a
not restricted to binary holograms, but may reflect gr
values by pulse width modulation~PWM! of the flipping of
the mirrors. For this approach, which is still a binary one
must be guaranteed that there is enough temporal ove
of the micromirrors flipped into the reflecting state to e
able the coherent superposition of the elementary sphe
waves according to Huygens’s theory. Further, we have
design an optical arrangement that masks out and magn
a single one of the replicated reconstructions. A poss
application is in digital holographic interferometry: The n
merical addition of a stored and an actual digital hologr
can be performed in nearly real time; the resulting s
hologram can be reconstructed by the DMD. In this w
real-time digital holography can be realized. It is also ima
inable that the DMD-reconstructed wavefield might be s
perposed to an optically generated one for interferome
measurements. The preliminaries and theoretical tools
solving these problems are given above.
Fig. 13 DMD reconstruction of an Al plate. Left: initial state; middle: loaded state; right: holographic
interferogram.
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